Executive Summary
Marathon Group Corp. (OTCPK PDPR)
Marathon Group Corp., a Connecticut based Software Company is engaged
in web property development focusing on solving problems faced by small
and medium size businesses in getting customers and generating revenue.
The company has developed two prong strategies at capturing growth:
1. Marathon Group Corp seeks to transform the way POS systems
function.
2. Provide solution-based advertising and marketing Platform that seeks
to empower advertisers, business owners. We deliver services and
educational opportunities that are effective, easy to understand, and
geared to helping business owners become more competitive in their
respective industries.
POS System

The issue is that certain enterprises are primarily cash-only
business. It creates many issues - from security to other banking
challenges.
Digital currencies may solve some of this industry’s woes by
becoming an alternative to cash payments.
Approximately 75 percent of customers prefer to pay with
credit or debit cards, with only 11 percent preferring to pay with
cash.
These enterprises have great difficulty paying their
expenses. utilities, tax assessors and vendors would much rather
not be paid in cash, and some vendors may not even accept cash
payments.

The POS system is a unique platform that makes complex operations
simple and streamline workflows and help small retail stores grow. It
enables the store owner to manage the front end and back end of his retail
store.

Marathon Group Corp. is aggressively interested in integrating crypto and
blockchain technology in our POS system soon. We plan to play important
role in this disruptive technology in our software platforms.
Our POS system will be on https://eWalletgold.com. This platform will be
used to solve the problems some of the retail store owner face daily; the
inability to remit funds via regular banks. Our platform will provide
affordable, cost effective ways for customers to transfer, send and receive
funds through crypto technology.

Second prong strategy is to provide solution-based advertising and
marketing Platform that seeks to empower advertisers, business owners.
We deliver services and educational opportunities that are effective, easy
to understand, and geared to help business owners become more
competitive in their respective industries.
The plan is to globalize local business listings through
https://xperiorlist.com by proving uniquely easy-to-use platform that allows
users to control their marketing and sale activities. The platform comes
with dashboard designed for small business owner to conduct business
with the state-of-the-art user interface, making the experience intuitive and
user-friendly.

The platform now offers business owners the opportunity to take things to
the next level by hosting and promoting upcoming events directly on their

business listings which gives them awesome control over listing and how to
manage them.
We are constantly evolving and improving, our mission is to empower
small businesses, continues to be inspired by their significant impact on
an individual, local and national levels.
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Provide small business marketing solutions
Help connect small business with customers
Provide affordable advertising costs
Help businesses get listed and found online.

